New e-plays written by contemporary playwrights Eva Kamchevska and Sasho Blazheski

The North Macedonian Centre of ITI is happily to share their two new e-plays by talented contemporary playwrights Eva Kamchevska and Sasho Blazheski.

New e-play: Bio Clock by Eva Kamchevska

Eva Kamchevska is born in Skopje. She is a professional scriptwriter, playwright and dramatist.

Synopsis
Eva creates a surreal absurd twist, at the expense of the pressure in front of the women's biological clock. With unpretentious humour, she knows how to make us laugh.
New ePlay: Rokerishta by Sasho Blazheski

Sasho Blazheski is born in Prilep. He is a poet, and this is his first theatre play.

Synopsis
Rokerishta talks about the turbo reality in the relationship between the illusions of the people in the capital city and the mentality of the people in the Macedonian province. Lucid, perceptive, true.